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Newsletter

Principal’s Report
Year 12
Welcome back to Term 4 and the lovely spring weather. This is
a very important point in the year for our Year 12 VCE students
as they complete their studies and prepare for their final
exams. I congratulate the students who took advantage of the
holiday revision program that was conducted in the first week
of the holidays. This is an excellent way to begin to revise the
year’s work, complete practice exams and responses and get
feedback from their teachers. It has been really pleasing to see
the study groups working together in the Senior Study area
over these first two weeks. Year 12 students had their last day
on Tuesday 23rd October, with the traditional breakfast and
the Valedictory Dinner that evening. Many of our VCAL
students have already left school to take up apprenticeships
and jobs. Our VCE students will begin their exams next week
and I encourage them to maintain their dedicated approach
over this period. I know the whole school community wishes
our Year 12 students the best for their future. We look forward
to hearing about the many different paths they take.
Year 7 Information Night
In the first days of Term 4, we had our Year 7 Information Night
for our 2019 students and their families. Parents were
introduced to some of the staff and teams their children will
work closely with over the coming year. A presentation on our
Notebook program sparked a great deal of interest from
families. It was particularly lovely to hear two of our Year 12
College Captains address the group and reflect on the
highlights of their time at Mount Erin. The Year 7 Captain who
spoke outlined the many great things that lie ahead for our
new Year 7 students in 2019. Thank you to all who ensured this
was such a positive introduction to Mount Erin for many new
families.
WAKAKIRRI
We were thrilled to discover that Mount Erin College was
awarded the People’s Choice Award for ‘Best Story’ in the
National WAKAKIRRI competition last week. This is an amazing
achievement for the students of 8C and the crew who assisted
them as this was our first foray into the competition. A huge
congratulations to Miss Smith and Miss Lewis who have
worked so tirelessly with these students since the start of the
year. We are very proud of your efforts.

Moonlit Sanctuary Excursion
Last week saw the Year 7 students head off to Moonlit
Sanctuary. This has proven to be an excellent experience for
them. They had many close up encounters with animals in such
a beautiful setting. Fortunately, the weather was perfect!
Congratulations to the Year 7 Team for their organization of
the day.
Music Concert
The Music Concert was held last week, where the talents of
our students were showcased. ‘Take Note’ opened the night
with some beautiful choral pieces. Our rock bands put on some
wonderful and stirring performances. There were also some
magical vocal moments, with solos, duets and accompanied
individuals. A number of Year 12 students performed their
exam pieces for the audience to great acclaim. We had all
manner of instrumental work on show with violins, clarinets,
flutes, piano, guitars, drums and ukuleles – it was a fantastic
showcase of talent and enthusiasm. Well done to the Music
Team: Mrs Whelan, Ms Doyle, Mr Wilson and Mrs Main for
their expertise, encouragement and devotion to excellence
over the year. Photo: Acapella Group

HPE and AEP Uniform Redesign
We have had a dedicated team of students and staff involved
in the redesign of the current sport uniform. The committee
has also reviewed the Sports Academy uniform and have come
up with a design that is fresh, modern and providing a range of
options for students. Please see the full report from Mr Main
under the Sport Section of this Newsletter (page 8).
ROSE Project
It was very gratifying to receive a letter from Hillview Quarries
at Dromana, confirming their $600 donation of rocks to the
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school. As part of the ROSE Project, students have been
building gabion walls – metal cages filled with rock, replacing
our very old seating in parts of the courtyard. The aim is to
revitalise this area, making it more student friendly and
improving the outdoor environment of the school. Well done
to all the students involved. (A ‘work in progress’ photo)

College Debating
A huge thank you to the staff member involved in supporting
and encouraging the College Debating Teams. The number of
students involved in debating has grown significantly over the
past year. It takes dedication and a willingness to put in time
with the team to develop arguments, practice their delivery
and build listening skills. Debating calls on and develops a wide
range of skills. Team members need to build a clear, detailed
and well organised line of argument to a given topic, listen
carefully to the opposing team’s viewpoints and counter those
views in their speeches. Our teams have been very successful
this year with many of our students being named best speaker
of the night. Congratulations to Miss Harvey for her support
and commitment.
Staff Professional Learning
For staff this term has begun with a renewed focus on teaching
and learning practices. We have had some excellent Staff
Professional Learning, that has been developed and delivered
by members of our Leading Teacher team. The commitment to
continually reflect on our practice and work together to build
skills, capacity and consistency across the whole staff, lies at
the heart of building a strong culture of learning. This will be
the continued focus of our work on the upcoming Staff
Professional Learning Day on Friday 2nd November. We will
continue our work with Educational Consultant Chris Harte to
refine our instructional model.
‘Relay For Life’
Well done to Ms Pudney for organising representatives from
the College to participate in the ‘Relay For Life’ – fund raising
event in support of Cancer research. We have joined with
Peninsula Health and the Village Baxter to support this very
worthy cause. Well done to all those involved.

Oval and Gymnasium Redevelopment
Plans for the redevelopment of the oval and gymnasium are
well underway. I attended a meeting in the city over the
holidays to progress the plans to the next stage. The oval will
be the first part of the project and work will begin on that at
the start of the year. It is anticipated that we will have our new
hockey pitch by the end of term one and that work will then
commence on the rebuild of the gymnasium. We understand
this will make things challenging for our PE staff over 2019,
however, the prospect of these high level facilities make it
worthwhile.
College Uniform Policy
I take this opportunity to thank parents and guardians for their
support of the College uniform policy. The vast majority of
students arrive at school each day looking their best and
representing the school with pride. We understand there may
be times where correct uniform cannot be worn, however
sending a note to the Form Teacher really helps to support
staff. I ask you to send students to school in the correct socks
– navy or white with no logos, and the correct shoes.
Polishable, black, lace-up school shoes are required. Runners,
skate shoes or boots are not acceptable. Thank you in advance
for your support.
Learning Tasks / Year 10 and 11 Exams
As we head toward the end of semester two, students will be
getting feedback from their teachers in regard to their
Learning Tasks. In particular, it is important for
parents/guardians to monitor overdue work and discuss this
with your son or daughter. For Year 10 and 11 students, the
exam period will run in weeks 6 and 7 this term, so completion
of tasks and thorough revision of class work should be part of
the weekly homework routine throughout this term.
Encourage Participation
There are many events scheduled throughout Term 4 for
students at all year levels across all Domains and areas in the
school. There are many opportunities to broaden experiences
and build skills and confidence. Please encourage your son or
daughter to participate.
Karen Lee
Principal

Important College Dates
Term 4

23rd Oct (Tu)
2nd Nov (F)
6th

9th

Nov (Tu)
Nov (F)

– Year 12 Valedictory Dinner
– Staff Professional Learning Day
(No Students)

– Melbourne Cup Day (Public Holiday)
– Market Day (Year 8)
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Deaf Education Centre (DEC)

The Year 9 City Week Small Business Expo was fantastic. All of
our students really embraced their City Week experience.
They produced a great stand at the Expo displaying their
chosen business. One of our staff facilitated a meeting with the
manager of the Trade Block Café at VCD during City Week. This
gave our students the opportunity to consider opening an
inclusive café. We are fortunate to have a wealth of
experience amongst our staff working here in the DEC.
DEC Staff – Lynnette, Sarah, Kathryn, Anne

Year 8 Medieval Day

We have had a busy start to Term 4 and we are heading
towards the home stretch with the end of the year
approaching fast. We have received applications for 2019 for
our DEC. We look forward to welcoming new students and
their families to our school. We welcome all enquiries and are
happy to arrange interviews, tours and meetings to support
families looking for the optimal placement for their Deaf/Hard
of Hearing (D/HH) children.
Our students receive additional support directly from
Australian Hearing audiologist, Ru. Recently Ru was leading a
workshop with our students. She was discussing strategies of
how to troubleshoot problems that arise due to their hearing
loss. For example:
What can they do if they do not hear the teacher?
How would they deal with this in the classroom
setting?

As part of the students’ study of the History strand of the
Victorian curriculum, we examine the medieval age. This day
allows us to focus tasks in this area via a whole day immersion
with guest presenters and special activities for the entire year
group. Here are some photos of the amazing work Year 8
completed this year.

Friday 14th
September
2018

Fantastic range
of displays by all
Year 8 students.

Our students brainstormed ideas and shared them with each
other strengthening their collective student voice. We are
fortunate to have personalised, regular, on-going, on-site
support for all of our DEC students by Australian Hearing
experts. Ru visits our students here at the College, two or three
times each term. This is one of the many benefits of enrolling
in a Deaf Facility.
Another great benefit of being a part of our dedicated
government supported D/HH facility is the opportunity
students have to receive intensive support and individual or
group tutoring.
Photos:
Lynnette working with Emma and Rath in the DEC on
their English task.
Ru working with DEC students.
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Music News

Our annual Music Concert was on Monday 15th October. A huge success! College Choir ‘Take Note’
Ukulele Group – VCE bands – Woodwind and String Ensembles – Musical Solos, Duets and Trios.
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Music Exam

All packed up ready to go … A bit squeezey!

Strings at Village Baxter

Congratulations to the string ensemble who played their
first performance at the Village Baxter. Well done to all,
it was a great afternoon.

Central Austrlia Trip

During September a handful of Year 10 and 11 students
embarked on a trip to remember in and amongst the
Australian Outback, travelling through Adelaide, Coober Pedy,
MacDonnell Ranges, Alice Springs, Uluru and Kata Tjuta. Many
lasting memories were made on this trip, especially the early
mornings accompanied by Willie Nelson’s “On the Road
Again”, much to the bus driver’s amusement.
Once the bus figured a way out of Mount Erin, the tunes just
kept rolling which made the bus ride a lot more enjoyable as
sing-a-longs and chants kept us entertained for majority of the
way. Mr Hollier stepped up on the trip, by creating a list with
every questionable quote from each individual and, yeah there
were some pretty bad ones, with the teachers included. Not
only with verbal entertainment up his sleeve but physical too!
We all enjoyed our “20 minute” walk. Even though the scenery
was barren and nothing was to be seen, the sunsets were
magnificent. The skies lit up with vivid colours, especially at
Coober Pedy and at the Uluru lookout.

The camel rides were interesting as some of the faces pulled
were priceless thanks to Miss Lockhart. We also stayed at a
cattle station in the middle of nowhere, the boys played rugby
with a local worker named Will, and the girls enjoyed roasting
marshmallows next to the fire under the stars; the cattle
station was a night we will remember! Will wasn’t the only
unique character we encountered on our travels. Our Uluru
tour guide Leroy was an energetic and very out there bloke. He
was very entertaining and showed us sacred sites and the
stories of Uluru itself. Leroy and Will are some of Australia’s
finest blokes. In our travels we also visited Kings Canyon which
had breathtaking views, although the hike up was pretty
intense but worth it in the end.
Overall, Central Australia was such a good camp, not to just
learn about the indigenous culture, but everyone that went on
the trip came back with knowledge about Australian history
and our own stories to share. This camp should be made
compulsory, and offered at every school to learn about the
wonderful country we live in.
By: Kade H and Kobe M
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Stop Motion Animation Club

VCAL Frankston Beach Clean Up

For our Term 3 project, we wanted to set up an animation
workshop for students to participate in. We opened the
workshop during lunchtime when a class was empty (with
teachers permission). For the workshop, we specifically
brought arts and crafts material for stop motion – plasticines,
papers, wires. Students would then take photos using their
phones and splice them together to create a short film. Then
with good faith of students completing their short films, we
would then display them on the night of our expo.

Our community project for Term 3 was to clean up the
Frankston beach and find out facts about rubbish in our seas.
We had to first complete the necessary risk assessments to let
us go outside of class during class-time to complete our
project. Then we had to organise the compass entry supplying
the information needed for our class to know what we were
going to do for this project. The last step before we completed
the project was to organise supplies to clean up the beach with
which included plastic bags and gloves.

We had our focus on the category of art for a participating and
creative process. Miss McKinlay suggested on a film
presentation from us, which we thought was brilliant, but
instead we tweaked the idea and decided to share the creative
process with contributing students. We promoted the idea
through “Compass”, announcing to classes, sign-up sheets,
and posters (which we personally organized). We had set up
the workshop in empty classrooms during lunchtime. Overall,
this was a two-week process of us opening the workshop for
students.

We got the project idea from our original idea which was to
clean up the school but that did not meet our community
outcome so Ms McKinlay suggested to clean up the beach and
we took it from there. Creating the project, also has another
benefit from cleaning the beach, it helped meet our outcomes.
We displayed our ideas of this project by showing a summary
on Expo night of what we did for our project and facts on
rubbish in the oceans.

Much of the set up for the project was independent for us. We
had to order a large shipment of arts and craft materials for
the students to use (making sure the order was efficient). We
also had to make judgment calls on how we promoted our
project, what information must be shown, where and when,
and finding a target audience (Year 7-9). It also taught the
younger year levels of cooperation, social communication, and
expanding their horizons (as we hoped).
While pitching our project to teachers and students by using a
positive image (smiling, enthusiastic, ambitious), presentation
always does matter to audiences no matter what the topic is.
It was an interesting experiment with trying different
approaches to selling our project to people, such as visual aids,
using fun adjectives, picking a target audience. The project was
worthwhile by getting young students out of their shells and
getting to know each other better through the workshop. In
the end it seemed like students really enjoyed socializing with
each other and making animation films.
By: Perry

We used our project in the real world by actually going to
Frankston beach during school time and cleaning up the beach,
which will lead to someone having a nicer time at the beach
and hopefully, leading him or her to not wanting to litter
because the section of the beach we cleaned up was so clean.
I learned, about myself, that it is good to help the community
and that it is all good to help by needing to clean up the beach
but more needs to be done to stop the littering from occurring
in the first place. I believe this project was very worthwhile and
will hopefully inspire another group of VCAL students to do a
similar project.
By: Miles.
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Staff Profile

Ian Garnett
Technology Teacher
Describe your current role at
Mount Erin College.
Year 7 and 8 Technology
Year 9 and 10 Woodwork
Year 9 and 10 Electronics
What is your background in
education?
Bachelor Education/Technology
Trade – 10yrs experience as an Electrician
Which things do you enjoy most about working at Mount
Erin College? Working and educating students and seeing
them perform to the best of their ability.
What has been your highlight so far this year?
Seeing students taking challenges head on. Exploring 3D
printing.
Tell us about your hobbies or passion outside of school.
I enjoy playing golf and watching AFL and local footy
Do you have a message you would like to share with the
school community?
You never know what you can achieve until you put your
mind, heart and soul into it.

Surfing

On Tuesday 16th of October, the Year 9 Outdoor Recreation
group travelled to Phillip Island. They had a great day learning
about beach safety and learning how to surf.

Brainteaser

Peter’s just finished building a new staircase up to the attic. It
just fits along the four-metre-long wall of his lounge room, and
it’s three metres tall. It has exactly 15 steps.
Peter wants to have a carpet running along the staircase. How
long does it need to be?
Answer Page: 12

There were excellent conditions for the students with all being
able to catch a wave and experience the thrill of surfing.

Newsletter

# 11 – scheduled for Week 6, Term 4
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Divisional Athletics

On Thursday 11th October, a
group of six Mount Erin
students represented the
College at the Regional
Athletics
Championships
held at Casey Fields Athletics
Centre. To make it through
to this level is an outstanding
achievement in itself with
students having to have won
at school level and then
Northern Peninsula District
level. All students performed
admirably on the day,
striving for their personal
best. Throughout the day, our students achieved some
excellent results, which are below. Special mention and
congratulations must go to Josh Y. who was successful in
placing first in the Boys U/16 1500m. Josh has since competed
and come 2nd at State Level in 1500m. Well Done!
Jackson H – U14 400m – 4th
Eddie N – U17 800m – 8th
Mason W – U15 Shot Put – 4th
Shayla C – U14 Shot Put – 4th
James W – U14 Hurdles – 7th
Josh Y – U16 800m – 2nd & 1500m – 1st
1500m – 2nd State Level

Students Design
New HPE & AEP Uniforms

For some time now, we have listened to students and parents
concerns regarding the HPE & AEP uniforms. Many of the
concerns have related to a lack of quality in several of the
items, meaning that they were either not comfortable, they
ripped or tore too easily, they didn’t quite fit right or there
weren’t enough available options to be able to participate in
practical classes comfortably. Well I am happy to announce
that we have been working very hard with a group of students
who volunteered to develop some new designs and items to,
hopefully, suit every student in the College. A group of about
15 students and 5 staff have been meeting together over the
past month to develop their ideas and put their designs
together to come up with new HPE & AEP uniforms.
Whilst we have not set any dates or timelines on when these
will come into production just yet, we have sought feedback
from the students and staff in the school on the initial designs
and we have ordered some samples. These will be shown to
students and checked closely for quality.
The new items will include:
• Newly designed polo top for HPE & AEP

Newly designed & better fitting shorts for HPE & AEP
Newly designed tracksuit top & bottom for AEP
Newly introduced tracksuit top & bottom option for
HPE classes
• Newly introduced Mount Erin leggings/compression
stockings for females & males
We are working very hard to try and produce uniform items
that are high quality, will last a long time, are comfortable for
students, that look good, and provide the options that will see
every student at Mount Erin participate in practical activities
in the uniform items that they feel most comfortable
wearing. These items have purely been designed and
developed by the students.
•
•
•

I would like to thank Darren P, Jacques C, Thalia T, Bella M,
Caitlyn O, Indi W, Lily T, Keeley G, Vani M, Sheena A, Phoebe
W, Cathy M, Kaitlyn F, Ms Beamish, Ms Olsen, Ms Knights, Mr
Jones and Mr Clutton for all of their hard work so far. Once
the designs have been finalised and samples approved, we will
publish these for parents to view in the next Newsletter.
We will be sending out some information at a later date about
when these new uniforms will be finalised and available, and
also some information about when they will be introduced and
the change-over period from old to new (usually 18 months).
Jarrod Main

Careers Newsletter
Year 9 Career news

Year 9 students will be undertaking Career Assessments and
Career Action Plans during Year 9 Centre as they start their
career planning process for senior school. Parents are
encouraged to access the Mount Erin College Careers website
for information about apprenticeships, TAFE and University
programs, how to apply for a tax file number and a USI number
(for VET programs).
Website: https://www.mounterincareers.com/
Please note that the minimum age for employment is 15 years
(not 14 years and 9 months). Students seeking part-time jobs
should enter the term ‘Christmas casuals’ into search engines
such as Seek, Indeed and Jora to view the range of retail jobs
available in large shopping centres.
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Year 9 City Week Small Business Expo

Year 9 finished term 3 with their City Week Small Business Expo. It was a chance for students to show their families as well as
students from other year levels what they had been working on during the term and what they learnt from their week in the city.

Students used the research they conducted at school and during City Week to create a business proposal for a small business that
would survive in Melbourne CBD. They put survey results, interview answers, photos, observations and other forms of research
on display to impress possible “investors”.

Every type of business from different types of cafes, specialised cinemas, a range of tour companies, clothing stores, desert bars,
even shoe stores were put on display.

Congratulations to all Year 9 students
9

Year 7C

Collective Noun Book Illustration

In an effort to increase literacy, all learning areas at Mount Erin College are
encouraged to incorporate visible literacy tasks within each subject. In this
Collective Noun Book Illustration Project, Year 7C students were encouraged
to explore the imaginative world of collective nouns. Each student then chose
one animal collective noun to focus on. To start with, students trialled various
compositions, materials and font types. Once they had clarified their ideas
through work in their Visual Journals, the students then went on to complete
an A4 book illustration in the medium of their choice.
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Site Specific
Art
Intervention

Year 11

This project focuses on some of the key issues surrounding contemporary art practice, namely:
 site-specific interventions
 collaborative work
 documentation as a seminal part of the art making process
 the transient nature of certain art practices
 humour
 focus on ideas over time intensive making.
It touches on areas and issues such as Street Art vs Graffiti, the importance of viewer interaction, and the social
responsibility of the artist.
Students could work in pairs or individually and were given a roll of masking tape with which they would make
a non-permanent artwork somewhere in the school environment. The artwork needed to be on a flat building
surface so that the masking tape would adhere. The art was found in the Senior School area, the back of the
RC, the DATS, outside the Year 9 Centre, the Year 10 Staff Office door, and as you exit C Block by the DATS.
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The Amazing Marketing Race
Year 11 Business Management

On Wednesday 19th of September, the Year 11 Business
Management students headed into the city for a marketing
based ‘Amazing Race’ excursion. When we arrived at
Federation Square, we split into small groups of 2 – 5 people,
then given the task.

This year MESEM, along with many 7C students, continued the
tradition of running stalls at the Baxter Village Fete. Students
did a fabulous job of selling charity items, such as bamboo
toothbrushes for The Toothbush Project, playing music and
doing face and nail painting for young children. Ms Pudney
was on the BBQ, which raised $250 for MESEM’s chosen
charity: Buy A Bale. Well done to all involved!

The task was to solve the 10 given clues that gave the locations
of different businesses and places of interest around the city.
After finding each location, the group had to take a photo
outside each place and received points for doing so. An
example of one of the clues was “Located on Collins Street, I
was once the tallest building in the Melbourne CBD.” This led
us to the Rialto Towers. The race also included bonus tasks that
if completed gave teams extra points. For example, “A photo
of your group on the lawn outside the State Library.” During
the activity we were able to observe the different marketing
strategies and promotion of different businesses while also
getting to see how they operate.
Throughout the Amazing Marketing Race the teams got to
explore and experience the world of business within the city.
It was an enjoyable day for all students and staff involved in
the excursion.
Kim E. and Jared W.
Year 11 Business Management Students

Brainteaser Answer

You might be tempted to work out how big 1 step is, but you
don’t need to! Here’s the quick way to solve the puzzle: The
carpet needs to cover both the front and the top of each step.
The total height of all the fronts is three metres – the total
height of the staircase. The total length of all the steps is four
metres – the length of the staircase. Add them together and
you’ll find the carpet needs to be at least seven metres long.
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Food Technology News

Breakfast Time!

Wallara Excursion

Year 9 Food for Fun students created their own Breakfast
Design Dishes.
‘Feast your eyes’ on their incredible design creations!

As a part of the Year 9 community engagement program, we
attended the Wallara Organisation and Wallara Industries who
employs people in the community with disabilities. Wallara is
a place that supports people who have a range of disabilities.
There is a whole range of staff to help the people at Wallara,
the staff are there to teach them and help them engage with
their community. We also went to the Wallara Industries and
that is where disabled people work. It is a big factory with
people sitting in it working for the community like folding
towels, putting things in boxes and sorting security tags etc.
Tylor G. 9D

There was a variety of dishes such as: smashed avocado,
omelettes, granola and yoghurt bowls, egg and bacon,
scrambled eggs, French toast, pancakes, brekky smoothie
bowls, and more.
Students designed, created and evaluated a ‘healthy breakfast
that was both nutritious and colourful’... I think they hit the
brief really well.
Janice Townsend
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Frankston Leader Newspaper Article

MEC Year 8 Arts Academy – Wakakirri

Environmental Group News
Year 9 students have received a very generous
donation of new plants. 9B have started to clear an
area in the courtyard, outside the Year 9 Centre, to
get ready for planting. The plants will be a great
addition to the newly developed seating area.

Thank you
Coolart Nursery
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SCIENCE NEWS
Kingsley Park Primary School Visit
Monday 17th September, around 100 Grade 1 and 2 students from Kingsley Park Primary came to visit. Year 9 students
from 9C&D (and Mr Webster) have been helping with some Science experiments over the last 5 weeks at the primary
school. It was our turn to host them and it was a huge success. With the assistance from Ms Tenedora’s Year 12
Chemistry class, they spent around 40-50min in the science labs, where the Chemistry students demonstrated
‘Elephant Toothpaste’ and the Year 9 students made ‘Magic Milk’. The excitement and cheering could be heard all
through the DATS.
After the Science class, the VCAL students made a sausage sizzle where the primary students and staff could refuel
before their big walk back to school. Thanks to everyone who supported, not only on the day, but also in the lead up.

Students making
‘Magic Milk’
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